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About This Game

Lake Ridden is a story-driven, first-person puzzle game! A cozy supernatural adventure where you unravel a
mysterious past, trying to find your sister. Luckily, you are not alone....

You are Marie, a 13-year-old girl and the year is 1988. The warm summer is giving way to the first signs of autumn.
Reluctantly, you join your younger sister and her friends for one last camping weekend in the wilderness of Maine. It was going
just great, but the second night by the sizzling campfire, an argument with your sister ended with her running off into the forest.

While searching for her, you stumble upon an old forgotten estate.

To solve the mystery, and ultimately find your sister, you must investigate for clues, solve tricky puzzles and communicate with
former residents!

Key Game Features

Puzzles, Mystery, and Exploration
Lake Ridden is a story-driven mystery, focusing on narration, atmosphere and challenging puzzles.
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A Beautiful Setting
Uncover an old estate filled with mysteries, explore a stunning forest and experience a cozy time-bending adventure.

Challenging Puzzles and Investigation
Solve tricky puzzles and look for clues as you investigate your sister's disappearance.

Experience a Rich Story
Immerse yourself in a narrative where you'll get to know Marie and other characters as you dive deeper into the mystery.

Created by former Minecraft and Paradox developers. Lake Ridden is not a horror game, nor a walking simulator.
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Title: Lake Ridden
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Midnight Hub
Publisher:
Midnight Hub
Release Date: 10 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher (64bit only)

Processor: Intel core i3-2100T @ 2.5GHz or AMD FX 610

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 650Ti or AMD Radeon HD 7770

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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I picked this up on sale on a whim and wasn't expecting to get much out of it, but I'm really enjoying the beautiful pixel art and
the procedurally generated levels! It's about as weird as you'd expect from the previews and screen caps, and a lot more fun..
So..
I just emulated my own life.
And 3 months in my guy basically killed himself.
Not sure what to make of this...

The game itself is fine. Nothing too deep, it is easy to play optimally.
The best part is probably the simulated economy including stocks and inflation rates.
. i have played this game for many years when the orignal owners had it.
game is still just as good. i give it a 10*

only problem is i played on the US Server during sword fo the new world. and now that i moved to asia i cant find the DL for it..
I enjoyed it. A fun hidden object puzzle adventure in the vein of the best of the Artifex Mundi games, with some collectibles
and secrets to discover throughout, as well as a bonus chapter. The live actors were absolutely terrible, as was the voice acting,
and the decision to mix live actors in a computer game, reminiscent of games like The 7th Guest, was very misguided. However,
it can't really take away from the simple charms of this kind of game. And the game itself is well designed and all of the puzzles
and hidden object scenes functional and glitch free.. Aww Sweet Riffs! It sounds just like Jack Johnson!. I will let this first look
video do the talking for me.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mtK26tXpGQc. Not very difficult, and not very long, but very nicely done. A relaxing
puzzle game. And, of course, can't argue with the price.. I really enjoyed the puzzles and progression of this game. For how
cheap it is, it's definitely worth spending a few bucks and a few hours on.. I gave a hands down review abit back but now I have
completed the entire game feel I should re-review! teaches me a lesson to only review a game once completed. What first
annoyed me and made me give a negative review was that I came upto a dead-end path or so I thought! I couldn't believe my
eyes when ( after I had been stuck for ages ) finally cheating and looking on youtube I could indeed jump across the 'dead-end',
the distance for the character to jump was unrealistic but that that is what you do! also the monster appears too much at the
beginning of the game when usually games do the opposite they make a game harder as you go on not easier. so why do I
recommend the game? because the graphics the music the sounds the atmosphere the story is up there with top-notch games. if
you loved amnesia the dark descent then you will love this it could even be scarier!
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Very first contact is VERY good. Does not look as a scam, as announced. EASY mode, unlimited lives, unlimited bullets ! Great
art. And XBOX 360 controller works !!! Don't want to troll, but for me this is as fun as Nuclear Throne. I keep this game and
will explore further.

Edit 23\/09\/2107

I made it through level 6-1 in easy mode (immortal).

My 2 cents:

First off, THANK YOU SO MUCH to consider the stupid players like me, highly UNskilled, with the immortal mode. So few
games with VERY easy modes !!! Butcher has an easy mode DLC. But so many remain for the elite or the super top skilled
gamers: Enter the Gungon, Nuclear Throne, even UltraGoodness is hard. After 8 hours of work, tired, I still can enjoy killing
monsters. And practice ... to slowly improve ?! I returned Enter the Gungeon within minutes... Nuclear Throne is hard but
practicable. Massive is very great for me. After playing Massive, I will miss the feature in NT.

MASSIVE is NOT a clone of NT, there are very good ideas, specific to this game.

My two cents about the +++ and the suggestions ???:

+ destructible environments are great; allow to take shortcuts and can be part of the strategy
+ shields in steel, excellent idea
+ configurable difficulty: thank you again
+ monsters are great, so as existing guns
+ frame rate is OK
+ pixel art is fine
+ the map (bottom right) is great

? "level of zoom" for me is a little too excessive: one can see well the character but not enough of the global scene. Other games
have the opposite drawback (character is too tiny). So for now the scenery is pretty OK, but slightly "higher" would be better
imho

? first levels are little too dark to be readable. Level 5 is very readable for example.

? no levels after 6-1 ?

? more guns please (the existing ones are great): laser, lasso, grenades, blast, invisibility shield, etc

? monsters with seeable movements are disturbing (for me); others are fine. The now standard idea of a big monster destroyed
which leads to several tiny monsters ?

? destructible environments, along NON-destructible environments and steel shields (movable, excellent ! or NON-moveable)
could be a FANTASTIC part of the strategy. For now, empty spaces imply fragility (hiding and unveiling is a great part of the
pleasure in such games). I realize that this is absent from NT (as far as I know, but again I have little experience).

? in the map, sometimes ennemies are now shown

? intermediate state between "immortal" and "easy": stay immortal but indicate when character is supposed to be dead so that I
can improve while continuing to play (well ... there's a counter no?)

As a very superficial conclusion I would say that this game is great to practice and to avoid despair found in Nuclear Throne.
Probably an intermediate space in between NT and Massive is to be taken. I doubt Vlambeer will accept to consider very casual
gamers like me, so my last hope is that you developers of Massive can try to leverage the differences (e.g. destructible
environments with non-destructible and\/or moveable parts; funny guns; considerations for beginners; randomized maps)
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Thank you again and keep going ! Please pursue your efforts !

Best regards

edit 30\/09

parametric difficulty
hello. the discussion about (the number of) traps makes me think about "parametrization" of the game. since levels are
procedurally generated why not give the hand to the player ? my own blocker is difficulty setting and i am so poorly skilled that
i need a very easy mode. yet the choices in difficulty are brutal, in that no subtleties can be brought.

if the user can choose in settings the number of traps (or a range thereof), the level of power of guns, if environment is
destructible or not, to what extent (cursors), etc it could be a huge differenciator versus other similar games. possible variables:
number and power of ennemies, number and power of guns, surface of map, complxity of level, number of traps, speed, ...

do not know at which point it is feasable to "open" access to such variables in the code base. but the promise could be that the
mix of the game could be personalized to player's taste.

yes some combinations may not work but it is an appeal to play with game some more ;o)

the more i think of it... it a sign of respect to the user to offer configurable gameplay, let alone of considering difficulty. I
deeply recommend this game if you like slow, obscure and depressive atmosphere. Do not expect a lot of action, the game
mainly focuses on the aura of the sights and the ambience. To be honest I am not done with the play yet, but till now, I like it
very much. It gives you the feeling of being a star in an awkward deeply dark and misunderstood film noir.. The two new
factions, Elite and Nomad, add some really interesting new mechanisms to OTC. I've spent dozens of hours already on the
updated tutorials and addtional campaign elements, this adds quite a bit of fresh challenges to the single player game. On the
multiplayer side, the expansion has shaken things up quite a bit and it's a lot of fun watching the meta evolve daily as people try
to figure out with to do with the new Io maps and factions. I've purchased a few copies of the DLC for friends, that's how much
I love it. Grab it now!. A bigger spawnkill-fest than all CoDs combined.. PLEASE Read,

I love every single detail of this simple, yet addicting racing game. However, I wish that the pictures of the characters were a
little more accurate to the way the characters look in-game. Overall, I do recommend this game. Thank you for reading this..
This game is pretty weak - a few appalling design choices (Why can I not pause the game?) with a lackluster feature set (So...
We train, we play the match, we party? There's nothing else?) makes for a great starting point. I'll probably pick up the series
when they invariably make a few iterations and improve on this basic game.

Xtreme League is available now!:
Incredible tracks and tasks are waiting. Can you become the fastest sportsman? Of course, you just need a little practice! Start
now and become the coolest snowboarder on the slope.
Fans of extreme sport, mountain and snowy weather appreciate our app.
We look forward to your feedback!
If you notice any errors in the game, please contact us.
Winter Sports Team.. Summer Sale Update Number 7:
Another little one
-Fixed colliders on logs from log truck
-Improved rag doll animations
-Improved tutorial prompt for crit attack. Added PT and RU languages:
Hi everyone,

we have just released an update where more languages are added.

Languages added:

 Portuguese
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 Russian

Enjoy!

Julie's Team. VERSION 0.7.5 RELEASED:
-Fixed some animations.
-Fixed Verville North level.
-Added steering animation on vehicles.
-Added Lewis Gun.
-Added no.75 grenade.
-Added alert system.
-New crosshair system (you can change it via settings).
-New stabbing animation.
-Improved damage system.
-Improved map.
-Performance improved.
-General changes.
-General fixes.
-Increased buildings loading speed.

-Added several new voices; Thanks to:
Yaou Liu - german
Alex Justice - english
Callum Janes - english
André-Luc Martinez - english
Sean Wisner - english
Quinn Sherr - english
Andrea Pisoni - german

Other new voices will integrated on next update!. Patch 1.2.2:
Hey we did it again. We realized that online scores system would only work for 2015 so we were forced to update the game
once again...

So we used it as an excuse to improve a few things. Yay! 

We added button tags. We were very surprised that not many people played the FREE TOURNAMENTS. Which is
strange we as have very cool prizes and very enjoyable game modes. Maybe people didn't know about them as it didn't say
anywhere the word "TOURNAMENT".

Gameplay: Sectors 2,3, 4 and 5 are more interesting to play. Before they used to be, for some players, stages that they
had to go through to get to the real fun game, for expert players they weren't much of a challenge.

 We also made some small tweaks in the power-ups system .

 We updated some vortices' graphics and some really tiny tweaks in player ships.

  RETRO MODE: It has been made more accessible and authentic.
We added the retro mode button in the main menu. Previously it was hidden in options.

Note about this mode:
"Retro mode" in Vortex Attack changes the textures, transitions between stages, removes all modern hints and changes other
effects.
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It changes the feeling of the game but, in reality, the game-play remains the same as the non-retro. So you can play and score for
hi-scores or tournaments.

 Beware! We will find a bug somewhere and we will end up upgrading again. Until then.... have happy blasting away all
those minions and scoring high! . Producer's Letter: Realm Remastered Project and X31.1.0 Patch notes:

Hello everyone!

A few months ago, in one of our previous Producer’s Letters, we announced that one of our top priorities on the roadmap was to
make Realm of the Mad God future-proof. With the sunset of Flash, this essentially translated into investigating alternatives for
the game past 2020.

We then went on to unveil that our choice had been set and that the new client would be rewritten, from scratch, in Unity: a
powerful game engine that has proven its amazing capabilities over the years. In our very last Producer’s Letter, we expanded on
the topic and shared with you some details about the progress that was made since the Unity project started.
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Today, we are happy to announce that we have staffed two additional developers and they are fully set up and working hard on
the Unity project. In addition to being able to talk about what we have been up to, we will actually also be able to show you
some footage of where we are at with the Client right now in the Realm Remastered Unity Port - Phase I trailer.

As announced, we have also released an in-game Realm Remaster Support Campaign through which you support the Unity
project and get your name engraved on the wall of fame in game forever. Once you unlock the campaign, you can collect
exclusive Supporter Rewards by spending gold or by farming Nexus Fragments and Crystals in the Realm!

Before going into the details of the Realm Remaster Support Campaign and how you can help shape the future of the game, we
wanted to give you a full recap of the project and what it means for Realm, for you and for us as a company.

 

A Realm Remastered - The Unity Project
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